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In [l], Eilenberg quotes the f owing open problem: is every 
sequence with rational coeffiyients +-rational? 
This question is positively answered in a paper by Soittola [4], which appeared in 
this journal. 
We show that it is not possible to generalize this result to the case of more than 
one variaisle. 
Define an +-rational series S on the alphabet X = {x, y} by: 
S = C( a! 31 w ix -Iwly)+ a2wly-lwI.) 1 w 
WEX’ 
where a! = i(t”‘i + 1) denotes the golden ratio and ( w Iz denotes the number of 
occurrences of the letter z E X in w. 
(1) Since S = (cYZx + K2y)* + (K2 x f&y)* and cy, a-% 
rational series. - 
(2) For even n E ,cun+(lia!)n=~n+~n,where~=~(l-~5)= -l/cu,isthe 
nth term of the Lucas quence [3], and hence a positive integer. Thus, the 
coefficients of S are in 
(3) Suppose now that S is a +-rational series: then, according to Fliess 
-rational series, and, according to Eilenberg [1]9 for any k E 
= k} is a rational subset of X*. 
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